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Power in numbers
By Spencer West

In running, there are
many types of runs, but
three real staples: the
easy run, the long run
and the workout. Of
these three, many
people fear the dreaded
workout. For the long
runs, most runners link
up with other runners
running similar
distances and
understand the value of
company during the
run. However, it isn’t
always the same for
workouts. Although completing workouts and even long runs on your own has its benefits in terms
of mental toughness and discipline, it is hard to replace the benefit you get from completing
workouts with other runners who are your speed or, ideally, faster.
Unlike many other runs, even tempo runs, workouts on the track really depend on you hitting
certain splits and keeping the rest time even throughout. When running solo, it becomes easier to
justify not pushing as hard when you start getting tired and your rest is at real risk of being
extended, thereby diminishing the value of the workout. Remember, workouts are not races but
they are very hard efforts that are designed to get you ready to race. The more disciplined you are
in workouts, the better you feel and perform on race day.
This brings me to the point of my article. Every track in town, no matter the hour, has runners
either on the track or running nearby. Linking up with other runners can be daunting if new to
running or if you are one of the solo warriors I describe above. That said, your local running stores
and running groups are a great place to start when looking for local talent to run with. Running
stores will have info on the local running groups, including their own, and the internet and
Facebook are obviously good tools as well. Some running groups are more social and some have a
greater focus on speed and improvement. Both offer value, but I would suggest searching for a
group that has at least some element of competitiveness if your goal is to improve your own running
and find others to help you on that journey.
Running isn’t rocket science, but there is a science to it. Doing your own research, hiring a coach,
and good old fashioned trial and error are all valuable tools. However, having others help in your
own self-improvement is advisable when completing some of your harder workouts. Also,
developing a healthy competitive comradery with runners you train with is never a bad thing,
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